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INTRODUCTION-
This report was prepared under a joint contract with the Illinois
Institute for Environmental Quality and the Office of Planning and Analysis.
Its primary purpose is to provide background information needed for the develop-
ment of a comprehensive statewide land use planning process. It contains an
assessment of data acquisition and planning programs now underway in various
state departments. The relevance of these programs to aspects of proposed
federal and state land resource planning activities is analyzed in detail.
Tlie State of Illinois has already taken two significant steps toward
the development of a land use program. First, the Office of Planning and
Analysis, established to coordinate planning efforts within the state, is now
formulating the State's first grovrth and development plan. Second, th.e Institute
for Environraental Quality has sponsored a study of the feasibility of an
Illinois Resource Information System (IRIS) . This computer-based system v/ill
be needed to process and analyze information for sound environmental planning.
Information regarding the status of data collection and utilizationj obtained
during the IRIS feasibility study, was used extensively in the preparation of
this report.
Increasing federal interest in land resource management and
planning is evidenced by two significant pieces of legislation, which
were introduced during the 92nd Congress. Both bills provided for federal
assistance to states in developing comprehensive land use programs.
The Administration bill, S.992, w^ould have required each state to inventory
and designate certain geographic areas where potential land use conflicts
might occur and to exercise some degree of control over development in
those areas. The^ Jackson bill, S.632, called for the states to make
detailed projections of population, employment and land use requirements
for as much as 50 years in the future, and to have authority to implement
those plans. Both bills were referred to the Senate Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs; a compromise was reached and reported out favorably
as S.632.
This compromise bill is a blend of the better aspects of each
of the original bills. It provides for a program of federal assistance
to states which develop a land use planning process meeting certain minimum
requirements. Fourteen requirements are enumerated in the bill. Many
of these are of a general nature and will require only modification or
1

expansion of efforts alretidy underway in the Office of Planning and Analysis.
Others however, can be met only by the creation of new programs or
the coordination of existing programs nov; underway in other departments
of state government.
To help the reader develop a perspective on the content of
S.632 for the purposes of this report, the following excerpt is reproduced.
It lists 14 components which must be included in a state land use planning
process during its first 3 years of development.
(1) the preparation and continuing revision revision of a statewide
inventory of the state's land and natural resources;
(2) the compilation and continuing revision of data, on a statewide
basis, related to population densities and trends, economic characteristics
and projections, envircnir^ental conditions and trends, and directions and
extent of urban and rural growth;
(3) projections of the nature and quantity of land needed and
suitable for recreation and esthetic appreciation; agriculture, mineral
developm.ent , and forestry; industry and commerce, including the development,
generation, and transmission of energy; transportation; urban development,
including the revitalization of existing communities, the developm.ent
of new towns, and the economic diversification of existing communities
which possess a narrow economic base; rural development, taking into
consideration future demands for and limitations upon products of the land;
and health, educational, and other State and local governmental services;
(4) the preparation and continuing revision of an inventory of
environmental, geological, and physical conditions (including soil types)
which influence the desirability of various types of land use;
(5) the preparation and continuing revision of an inventory of
State, local government, and private needs and requirements concerning
Federal lands within the state;
(6) the preparation and continuing revision of an inventory of
governmental organization and financial resources available for land use
planning and management V7ithin the state and of state and local programs
and activities which have a land use impact of more than local concern;
(7) the establishment of a method for identifying large-scale development
and developm.fcnt and land use of regional benefit;
(8) the establishment of a method for inventorying and designating
areas of critical environmental concern and areas which are, or may be,
impacted by key facilities;
(9) the provision, where appropriate, of technical assistance for,
and training programs for state and local agency personnel concerned with
the development and implementation of State and local land use programs;
(10) the establishments of arrangements for the exchange of land use
planning information and data among state agencies and local governments,
and with the federal government, among the several states and interstate
agencies, and with members of the public;
(11) the establishment of a method for coordinating the programs
and services of all state and local agencies significantly affecting
land use;

(12) the conducting of public hearings, preparation of reports,
and soliciting of comments on reports concerning the State land use
planning process or aspects thereof;
(13) the provision, and continuation thereof, of opportunities for
participation by the public and the appropriate officials or representatives
of local governments in the planning process and in the formulation of
guidelines, rules and regulations for the administration of the planning
process; and
(14) the consideration of the interstate aspects of land use
issues which involve two or more states.
The body of this report is concerned vrith the State's ability
to meet requirements (7) and (8). For each requirem.ent , the status of
ongoing programs and the adequacy of existing data are analyzed to provide
a picture of where wc are now, and to provide an indication of where we
should go from here to develop a viable program. Next, the experiences
of other states which have already started to develop land use programs
to meet the proposed federal requirements are described. In the last
section, some additional factors affecting a statewide land use planning
program are discussed. All footnotes, most of which refer to specific
programs or personnel in the other code departmients , are listed at the
end of the report.

AREAS OF CRITICAL ENVIRONI-IENTAL CONCERN
During the first three years of the land use program, the State
will be required to inventory and designate areas of critical environmental
concern. The proposed federal legislation will not require the states
to exercise determinative authority over the use and development of land
in these areas until three years after passage. This report is concerned
only with methods for inventorying and designating these areas. However,
it should be remembered that the purpose of designating these areas is
to eventually exercise some degree of state control over development there.
The term "areas of critical environmental concern" is defined
in the federal bill to mean "areas designated by the State on non-federal
land where uncontrolled development could result in irreversible damage
to important historic, cultural, or esthetic values, or to natural systems
or processes which are of more than local significance, or could unreasonably
endanger life and property as a result of natural hazards of more than
local significance". The bill goes on to nam.e nine specific types of "^
areas
:
(1) Rare or valuable ecosystems
(2) Beaches and dunes
(3) Historic or scenic areas
(4) Significant estuaries, shorelands, and floodplains of
rivers, lakes, and streams
(5) Areas of unstable soils and high seismic activity
(6) Forest and related lands v/hich require long stability for
continued renewal
(7) Significant undeveloped agricultural, grazing, and watershed
lands
(8) Coastal wetlands, marshes, and other lands inundated by the
tides
(9) Such additional areas as a State determines to be of critical
environmental concern.
In this section, methods for inventorying and designating critical areas
of each type will be recommended.
The problem of inventorying areas is primrily logistical, while
that of designating areas will entail qualitative judgm.ents. Guidelines
and criteria must be developed for ranking areas of each type as to their
need for State protection.
Conducting an inventory is primarily a logistical problem and
requires only that we address the question: How? But before deciding
what criteria to use in designating areas, we must first answer the question: Why'

I'Thy designate areas of critical environmental concern? It
is often stated that the primary purpose of government is to secure the
rights to life, liberty and tlie pursuit of happiness, not only to ourselves,
but also our posterity. For most individuals, the route to happiness
is through our econo.r.ic system, where they derive utility and enjoyment
from the goods and services they obtain through it. Of course there are
other amenities, or free goods, such as air, v;ater, scenery, etc. which
are tied very directly to our natural resources. The point V7hich is often
overlooked is that the natural resources are also the basis of our economic
system and everything t'nat it provides.
We derive utility and saisfaction from the goods and services
we obtain. The goods are made directly from natural resources, and the
services are derived directly from our energy resources (including agricultural
products, v;hich are the source of human energy). Therefore, wise and
careful management of our natural resources is necessary for our pursuit
of happiness. These same natural resources will serve as the source
of happiness for future generations. Consequently, we have an obligation
to be concerned with the long term implications of our natural resource
management policies.
All of our natural resources are limited; they are subject
to depletion or destruction through thoughtless actions on our part.
Our economic system is not perfect; it is often an inadequate buffer between
consumer demands for goods and services and the impact on our publicly
and privately owned natural resources. For these reasons, the State should
undertake an inventory of those areas Xizhere uncontrolled development could
result in irreversible damage to "environmental" values, and designate
certain areas for protection in order to prevent thoughtless foreclosures
of options on future generations.
A rather eloquent example of foreclosing options was presented
by P. H. Lewis, quoting an early visitor to Illinois:
"'One of the most marvellous sights of my whole life,
unsurpassed in my travels in nearly all parts of the
world, was that of the Illinois prairie in the spring.
Unfading are my memories of that waning rippling sea of
V7ild sweet william. It stretched away in the distance
farther than the eye could reach. And as the sea of phlox
faded it was succeeded by another marvellous flower bed of
nature's planting, and instead of a single mass of color there
was a vast garden of purple cone flowers, black-eyed

Susans, rosenweeds, blazing stars, asters, golden rods, and
others. Every spring and fall the prairie v/as covered with
water so that the whole countryside was a great lake. All
day long swarms of water birds filled the air, and far into
the night their cries sounded overhead. At the first gleam
of dawn vast flights of ducks dashed to and fro and great
flocks of vrild geese sped swiftly across the sky.'
Then came the tile drainage in IJlinois, and the prairie changed. The
ducks and geese stopped coming, for there vzas neither water nor food to
attract them. The frogs disappeared and the prairie chickens v;ere destroyed
by the combined efforts of the plow and shotgun. The prairie had disappeared,
A way of life v/as gone. VJhat a tragedy that some of it could not have
beeni preserved so that those born later might have enjoyed its beauty."
Each type of area of critical envirorjiiental concern, as defined
in S.632, will now be discussed. Possible methods for inventorying and
designating specific areas of the types will be described in a way which
vjill attempt to answer the questions: "^^Tiere are we now?" and "Wliere
do we go from here?".
Rare or valuable ecosystems
A method must hct designed for inventorying and designating
geographic areas where uncontrolled development could result in irreversible
damage to rare or valuable ecosystems. Since development away from locations
of rare or valuable ecosystems could only affect them via transport of
damaging matter through air or water, and since the Illinois Pollution
Control Board has authority to control this, we are left with on-site
development as the only potentially damaging activity. Thus we need only
inventory those areas v/here rare or valuable ecosystems exist. Once the
areas are inventoried and critical ones designated, on-site development
must be controlled and the adequacy of present air and water pollution
regulations must be evaluated.
The Illinois Nature Preserves Commission has cited m.any ways
2in which our natural, native ecosystems are valuable. Thus, the reasons
for protecting them would be related to education, baseline for pollution
measurement, research on land management, reserves of breeding stock,
potential for developing new uses of wild plants and animals, natural
beauty, living museums, and sanctuaries for endangered species.

The task of systematically surveying the entire state and inventory-
ing all its aquatic and terrestial ecosystems is something that has never
been undertaken in Illinois. However, there exist considerable amounts
of ecological data vb.ich have been accumulated over the years by the Illinois
Natural history Survey, universities, and other state agencies.
I-lhile existing data are inadequate to precisely rank all the
aquatic and terrestial ecosystems of the state, there are two programs
now underway which might possibly be expanded into more comprehensive
statewide surveys.
Aquatic ecosystems. The Illinois Natural History Survey has
accumulated much data on aquatic ecosystems in the state. Based on this
information, they have recently been ranked according to the following
criteria:
(1) Presence of fishes that occur nowhere else in Illinois;
(2) Presence of unusual assemblages of species, relict
populations; and populations of exceptionally high
species diversity;
^
(3) Presence of a variety of distinctive habitats;
(4) Presence of unique or nearly unique habitats; and
(5) "Naturalness" of the ecosystem.
It can be seen in this case that the criteria measure
uniqueness of species and of habitats (1 and 2), diversity of species
and habitats (2 and 4), and the extent of previous damage by man (5).
More precise criteria would expand (1) and (2) to measure the uniqueness
and diversity of species other than fish, such as algae and invertebrates.
However, due to lack of data, this ranking is the best available. It
is presented in Appendix A.
Clearly-^ the existing data acquisition programs at the Natural
History Survey could serve as a basis for a larger, more comprehensive
effort aimed at acquiring information to make a more precise ranking of
the aquatic ecosystemiS.
It has been suggested by some state agency personnel involved
in water quality measurement programs, that these programs be expanded
to include a monitoring of all stream biota. Current V7ater quality monitoring
efforts are directed primarily at the measurement of physical and chemical
parameters - not biological parameters. Such an expanded program would
probably require the assignment of an aquatic biologist to each major
river basin in the state, who would monitor directly the populations and

the divci-sity of a wide range of aquatic, organisms. One strong argument
in favor of such a program is that it would monitor directly the chain
of life, of v;hich man is a part. This biological information, together
with the physical and cheraical data already collected could provide a
much broader and sounder basis for the development of more meaningful
water pollution standards.
Terrestial ecosystems . No similar ranking of terrestial ecosystems
is available due to a lack of data. Much of the existing data resulted
from studies aimed at determining which species of plants or animals occur
in the state.
Recently, a more geographically oriented statewide survey of
unique or relict natural areas has been undertaken by the Illinois Nature
Preserves Commission. The Comjnission was created in 1565 to identify
and assure the preservation of a statewide system of Nature Preserves.
To aid in this effort, a systematic arrangement of the natural geographic
3divisions of the state of Illinois has been devised. This system divides
the state into fourteen regions called "natural divisions" and thirty-
three Eubregions called "sections". The natural divisions and sections
are distinguished according to differences in topography, glacial history,
bedrock, soils, and distribution of flora and fauna. An objective of
the Commission is to preserve a few but typical natural areas in each
section. Because of the high cost of acquisition and protection, these
areas must necessarily be small. If the State were able to provide some
lesser measure of protection for additional areas containing rare or valuable
ecosystems, it m.ight be best to inventory and designate them by building
on this existing program.
It may be possible to coordinate such a survey v.'ith the statewide
recreation resource survey to be undertaken soon by the Department of
Conservation. This might be especially desirable since the man who directed
the designation of the natural divisions of the state for the Nature Preserves
Commission will be v/orking on the recreation survey for the Departm.ent
4
of Conservation. The Department is currently considering plans to call
upon district foresters, wildlife biologists, and personnel from county
offices of other state departm.cnts to assist with this survey. As it
is now planned, the purpose of the survey is to seek out potential recreation

areas suitable for acquisition by the State. If this survey could be
adequately coordinated with other state agencies (e.g. the Nature Preserves
Commission or the Natural History Survey), it may be possible to broaden
its scope to include an inventory of areas where rare or valuable ecosystems
exist.
Inadequate data are available to allow an immediate inventory
and designation of rare or valuable ecosystems. One of the
principle reasons for this lack of data is that it takes many years to
accumulate, and only recently has the public demanded such, information.
The resources for conducting such surveys are available at the Natural
History Survey and at universities throughout the state. Historically,
however, these resources have often been diverted to more specific problems
of an econo:;iic nature. Therefore, some of our best information on the
population and distribution of species of anim.als applies only to those
v/hich cost us money (corn root worr.is, nursery pests, etc.) and those which
have the potential for m^aking money for the state (rabbits, ducks, pheasants,
etc) . In the future, as our priorities change, it may be possible to "
expand activities such as surveying the population distribution and habitats
of song birds, for example. In the short term, however, other methods
must be devised so that some of the rarest and most valuable ecosystems
can be designated immediately.
It is therefore recommended that a nominating system be developed.
Nominations for areas \;hcre rare or valuable ecosystem.s exist could be
solicited from the various state departments, universities, and the public.
z\ paiicl of experts could then review these nominations and make recomjnendations
to the appropriate designating agency. The panel of experts may be comprised
of members of the i\'ature Preserve Commission, and it may be possible to
use personnel from the Commission, the Department of Conservation, or
the Natural History Survey to conduct field investigations of areas nominated
by the public. By actively encouraging public involvement in this process,
the State would also be informing the public as to the objectives of the
land use program.
Beaches and dunes
Beaches and dunes are relatively uncommon in Illinois. If
we say that the only beaches of statewide significance are along the shore-
line of Lake Michigan, the task of inventorying these areas is complete.

Determining whether the Lake Michigan shoreline is of sufficiently criti-
cal environmental concern to v/arrant State control over development is
another problem. Its merits were argued in the legislature when the "Lake
Michigan Bill of Rights", 111)2532, was introduced. Among other things
the bill declared the highest and best use of Lake Michigan shoreline
to be for recreation, and it called for the State to acquire significant
portions of the shoreline for public recreation and to guarantee public
access to the beaches. The bill did not pass and the questions are still
open.
Another key provision of HB2532 was the assurance of "visual
access" to the Lake; it provided for State control over high-rise develop-
ment within V-i miles of the shoreline. This same purpose might be accom-
plished by designating the Lake a scenic resource, and designating those
areas where uncontrolled development m.ight damage it as areas of critical
environmental concern. This is discussed in more detail in the next subsection,
Dunes are so uncommon in Illinois that they will probably be
inventoried as rare or valuable ecosystems, and the need for State prcK-
tection may be evaluated using the criteria described earlier.
There is a great potential for conflict between recreational
demands on these resources and the requirement to protect areas of criti-
cal environmental concern from irreversible damage through uncontrolled
development. Therefore, an inventory of beaches and dunes should be con-
ducted as soon as possible so that proposed recreational developments
can be evaluated regarding their potential to cause irreversible damage
to critical areas. Some uses are more potentially damaging than others;
it may well be that Illinois dune-buggy enthusiasts, like Illinois moun-
tain climbers, will have to look elsewhere for recreation areas.
Historic or scenic areas
Historic areas . Programs for inventorying historic areas within
the State of Illinois arc currently underway as part of a cooperative
program between the Illinois Department of Conservation and the National
Park Service. Three types of areas are inventoried: archeological sites,
historic sites, and structures (architectural and engineering). These
are the three components of the Illinois Historic Sites Survey. It is
more than just an inventory program however, since the sites are evaluated
for inclusion in the National Register. A professional staff conducts
10

the survey and reports its findings to a professional review committee.
If the property meets National Register criteria, the committee recommends
it for nomination. The nominations are made by a state liaison officer,
who is appointed by the Governor to supervise the program within the state.
In Ill-iucis the liaison officer is the Director of the Department of Conserva-
tion.
The following criteria are used by the states and the Secretary
of the Interior in evaluating potential entries (other than areas of the
National Park System and National Historic Landmarks) to the National
Register:
"The quality of significance in American history, architecture,
archeology and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings
structures and objects that possess integrity of location, design,
setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and association, and;
(A) That are associated with events that have made a signifi-
cant contribution to the broad patterns of our history;
(B) That are associated V7ith the lives of persons significant
in our past;
(C) That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type jof
or method of construction, or that represent the work of a master or
distinguishable entity Vv'hose components may lack individual distinction;
or
(D) That have yielded or may be likely to yield information
important to history.''
In June, 1972, an Illinois Historic Sites Register was established
by the General Assembly. All the sites from Illinois listed on the National
Register are included on the State Register, and all sites nominated to
the National Register are added to the State Register. The main difference
between the two is that the State Register will include those
sites of state and local im.portance, while the National Register will be
reserved primarily for those sites with national significance.
Scenic Areas . The criteria for designation of scenic areas
will perhaps be the most subjective of all. Although scenic areas can
be defined professionally by artists, landscape architects, and others,
many people believe that beauty is in the eye of the beholder, and the
beholders, in this case, are all the citizens of Illinois.
Unlike the historic areas program, there is no ongoing statev;ide
inventory of scenic areas in Illinois. Some of the most scenic areas
have been purchased and preserved as State Parks, but many more exist
in other parts of the state which should perhaps be evaluated and considered
11

for some degree of protection. Therefore, we might consider initiating
a statewide inventory which would include a professional review committee,
but would consist primarily of a massive citizen involvement program.
A similar inventory of natural and cultural features which
emphasized public involvement has been conducted in Wisconsin. For this
program a list of over tv:o hundred items, natural and cultural features
and landscape that were important to recreation as well as to the quality
of the environment, was developed (Appendix B) . Then working through
county agricultural extension agents, a fevj residents of each county were
given the opportunity to mark the location of such features on county
maps.
A similar program might be initiated here in Illinois, with
emphasis on locating areas generally believed to be scenic. The product
of such a survey would be a set of count}'' maps for the entire state with
areas of scenic, natural, or cultural importance marked. The historic
sites could then be evaluated by the Illinois Historic Sites Survey, and
the locations of scenic or otherwise esthetically pleasing areas could"'
be referred to a different professional review committee.
A few suggestions on the logistics of conducting such an in-
ventory are offered. First, existing county highway maps are probably
of adequate scale and have sufficient information content to serve as base
maps for the survey. Second, the survey could be coordinated within each
county by representatives from the district offices of various state depart-
ments. These officials, working with groups of trained volunteers (perhaps
the University students home for Christmas, semester, or Easter vacation),
could contact enough residents of each county to fomi a statistically
significant sample, and give them an opportunity to mark the maps. For
example, a volunteer might take a map to the hallway outside a Farm Bureau
Electing and ask persons attending to indicate the locations of various
resources. Finally, it will be necessary to include some sort of ground-
truth checking to verify the results of the survey. It may be practical
to enlist the aid of the state Boy Scout Council or similar organizations
v;hich might, with the permission of landowTiers, perform much of the necessary
field work at no cost. Most of these suggestions are aimed at involving
as large a number of people as possible to promote public awareness.
The object should be to impress upon the people of Illinois that the purpose
of the State land use program is to find out what people value and where
12

those things are, so through their government they might afford them
some degree of protection from irreversible harm.
One more point should be made about the protection of historic
and scenic areas. Some of these values may be damaged by off-site devel-
opment. For exam.plc, a scenic viev; can be destroyed by construction of
buildings; historic valvies may be diminished by the invasion of souvenir
stands which give a carnival-like atmosphere to an historic area. There-
fore, the designated area of critical environmental concern might often
be larger than the site itself.
Significant estuaries, shorelands, and floodplains of rivers, lakes, and
streams
Since Illinois is an inland state, it has no estuaries. Illinois
does however, have over 20,000 miles of rivers and streams, a small por-
tion of the shoreline of Lake Michigan, and a few natural lakes. There
are flood plains associated v/ith all these waterv;ays, but, regrettably,
relatively few have been mapped.
All lakes and streams have been inventoried, and they appear
on most maps of the state. The Department of Conservation recently completed
an inventory of channelized streams and ditches of the state. It found
that over 8,000 miles of our waterways fit into that category, excluding
the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers. Presumably, the inventories of rare
or valuable ecosystems, scenic areas, and historic areas will provide
an opportunity for evaluating the eligibility of our remaining waterways
for designation as areas of critical environmental concern. This evaluation
should be made as soon as possible since most of the remaining "natural"
areas, where the influence of man does not appear to be permanent, are
near our natural waterways. Ironically, these areas face their most serious
threats, damming and channelizing, from the very governments which are
professing to be dedicated to the protection and preservation of areas
of critical environmental concern. As an example, consider the Middle
Fork of the Vermilion River, ranked as the No. 1 river ecosystem in the
state, Xv'hich is endangered by a dam proposed by the State Division of
Water Resource Management.
Floodplains are obviously areas where uncontrolled development
could unreasonably endanger .life and property. Floodplain information
for Illinois is at best spotty, and at worst unavailable. Floodplain
maps are obviously important to a preventive flood control program. In
13

fact it has been suggested that the title to each parcel of land in the
state indicate the expected flood frequency. If the public were provided
with this type of information, the government might be relieved of the
responsibility for providing disaster relief subsequent to floods such
as those experienced in South Dakota and the Eastern United States this
year. The first step certainly would be a comprehensive statewide flood
plain mapping program. Then the responsibility for flood damages could
be placed on the landowner who developed a floodplain area.
A comprehensive program must go farther than that, however.
The nature of the stream network is such that any uncontrolled development
entails the risk of environmental damage of more than local significance.
Certain steps have already been taken by the Pollution Control Board to
control effluent emissions from point sources, and Section 12(d) of the
Environmental Protection Act apparently gives the Board authority to adopt
regulations regarding development and land use in and near floodplains.
It states: "no person shall deposit any contaminants upon the land and
in such a place and manner as to create a vzater pollution hazard." An"'
opinion should be sought to determine whether this might empower the Board
to control deforestation and cultivation in floodplains (since the plov/ed
ground might present a hazard to v/ater pollution via siltation which would
increase turbidity, suspended solids, etc.). If so, the Board would have
authority over land use in flood plains and shorelands for the purpose
of preventing water pollution. It is only through water pollution that
environmental damage of more than local significance could result.
One Illinois statute exists vrhich directs the Department of
Transportation to define floodplains within the state on a tov/nship by
township basis, and authorizes the Department to issue permits for any
construction within such floodplains. Unfortunately, activity of the
Department under this act is ].imited to townships related to projects
of the Department authorized by the General Assembly. No floodplains
have yet been mapped under this Act, although it has been in effect for
a year. Apparently, this Act is sufficient to provide for the updating
of floodplain information after it has been altered by construction of
dams or the alternation of stream channels. But first, a comprehensive,
statewide floodplain mapping program is needed.
14

AlLhoui'/ti the authority of the State to control development
v;ithin floodplains may be limited to those types of development which
constitute a water pollution hazard, it is probably within the authority
of the State Water Survey, the Geological Survey, and/or the Division
of Water Resources Development to proceed with a floodplain mapping program
either independently or in cooperation \:itli the U.S. Geological Survey.
Such a cooperative program was undertaken during 1971-1972 and resulted
in floodplain maps beiiig generated for approximately 140 USGS quadrangles
in the State. Thus, it seems that the organizational resources are available,
Concurrent with this program the State could investigate further the extent
of its authority to control development V7ithin floodplains. It should
then take steps to extend it to protect life and property, as well as
to prevent water pollution.
Areas of unstable soils and high seismic activity
There are few areas in Illinois where the seismic activity
could be considered "high", particularly when compared to other states
like California and Alaska. Although there are no areas dangerous enough
to warrant prohibition of construction, it may be wise for the State to
inventory and designate areas v;here the seismic risk cannot be ignored.
The State may then consider establishing minimum construction standards
for those areas. The propriety of such standards m.ight be questioned
however, in view of the fact that tornadoes probably cause considerably
more damage than earthquakes in Illinois. The only significant difference
between these two types of natural hazards seems to be that the tornado
risk is almost uniform over the state, while the earthquake risk is higher
in some areas than in others.
Even though Illinois is not noted for its steep hillsides,
there are many areas of unstable soils vAere uncontrolled development
could present hazards to life and safety. In particular, bluffs along
the rivers and near the ever-changing sb.oreline of Lake Michigan present
hazards to development. For some counties, new soil maps have been pub-
lished v.liich, when interpreted by a soil scientist, can be used to locate
areas where unstable soils may cause construction limitations. In many
counties however, existing soil maps are out of date, or lack sufficient
detail to make such a determination for a proposed construction site.
The status of soil mapping in Illinois v.'as assessed during the IRIS Feasi-
p
bility Study and published in the Illinois Data Catalog by the Institute
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for Environmental Quality. Currently, soil surveys are conducted by one
or more of the following agencies: the USDA Soil Conservation Service,
9
the Illinois Department of Agriculture, and the University of Illinois.
T)ie administrative and organizational framework for inventorying areas
of unstable soils is well established.
Once areas of unstable soils and high seismic activity have
been inventoried and designated, it will be necessary to determine the
degree of control the State should exercise over development in these
areas. It appears that the intent of the proposed Federal legislation
is to require the States exercise some degree of control. At a minimum,
this might consist of denying disaster relief to those persons who knowingly
built substandard structures in hazard areas. At the other extreme, the
State might consider the enforcement of rigid construction standards in
these areas.
Forest and related lands which require long stability for continuing
renewal
It has been estimated that approximately 40% of Illinois was
originally forest land. Today forest land occupies only slightly more
than 10% of the non-Federal rural land area. Most of it is classified
as commercial forest, although the timber industry in Illinois is not
large. Illinois ranks fourth among the states in consumption, but 37th
in the production of forest products.
In Illinois, the types of "uncontrolled development" which
pose the greatest threat to forest lands are urbanization and conversion
to grain farming. The apparent intent of the national land use bill is
to maintain a sustained yield of forest products. Since it is the long
term sustained yield that is threatened, it will be sufficient to deal
with total acreages, perhaps by county. Thus, State programs to protect
forests and related land from uncontrolled development might be directed
at forestry as a type of land use, rather than at particular parcels of
land, as would be the case with other areas of critical environmental
concern.
Accordingly, programs currently sponsored by the USDA and by
tl'ie Division of Forestry in the Illinois Department of Conservation, are
structured to provide incentives for planting and proper management of
forests. In Illinois these programs seem to be fighting a losing battle,
le

since from 1958 through 1967 the amount of forest land in the state decreased
almost 10%. The reason often cited for this decline is the real estate
tax structure. It is not uncommon to hear farmers complain that their
woodlots areing taxed at the same rate as if they V7ere producing corn
and soybeans. Illinois, unlike other states, has no timber tax law.
Alternatives must be considered to remove or reverse the economic incentive
for farmers to clear timber and convert to grain farming. Personnel in
the Division of Forestry are currently re-examining the constitutionality
of a timber tax lai'7 in light of the new 1970 constitution, as well as
other alternatives.
Significaxit undeveloped agricultural, grazing, and v;atershed lands
There are virtually no lands within the state of Illinois which
could be characterized strictly as "undeveloped". The impact of agricul-
tural development on this state has been considerable. Nevertheless,
the agricultural lands (over 90% of the land area of Illinois) are "significant",
They are significant from a federal viewpoint because they include some
of the most fertile and productive farmland in the nation. These lands
are significant to the State of Illinois primarily because agriculture
is a principal component of the state's economy. Thus, the people of
Illinois have a vital interest in protecting the fertility and continuing
productivity of our agricultural land resources.
A century and a half ago when Illinois V7as first settled, some
of the first farmers chose to "mine" the soil in the interest of a short
term financial gain. Then after the land v/as "farmed out" they moved
farther west and repeated the procedure. Other settlers planned to spend
their entire lives on a single farm and then pass the land on to their
descendants. These farmers rotated crops and used other agricultural
practices directed at maintaining the long-term fertility and productivity
of the land.
For all these settlers, farming practices were largely a matter
of personal choice, since the government was not at that time intimately
involved in agriculture. Today, however, farmers are not so independent.
As a result of our over-production of many agricultural commodities, the
domestic demand is so small by comparison that prices remain relatively
low. Therefore, the short term pressures for higher per-acre production
tend to overshadow a farmer's interest in the long term maintenance of
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soil £eri;ilit.y. This is also aggravated by the fact that due to mechani-
zation the average farm size is increasing and the number of farm laborers
required is decreasing. This lessens the incentive for the farmer to
maintain tlie fertility of the land for his sons, because they probably
won't be farming it an>^vay.
The current situation is characterized by widespread inadequate
soil conservation practices. According to the "1970 Illinois Soil and
Conservation Needs Inventory", 65% of the cropland receives inadequate
conservation treatment. Fall plov/ing leaves the soil subject to wind
erosion throughout tlie v;inter months, during v/hich the silt accumulates
in drainage ditches and is washed into the rivers to become a serious
1 r\
water pollution problem. Wind erosion is aggravated by the removal
of fences and hedge rows, an action which is a very good example of trading
long term soil fertility for the short term privilege of tilling a few
more acres. Water erosion is aggravated by a lack of contour plowing
practices, and other short term-long term tradeoffs.
Finally, there is another very important factor responsible"'
for the strong pressure on the farm operator to "mine the soil". This
is the ever-increasing management of farm.s by banks and corporations,
whose profit is a fixed percentage of the gross production. In these
arrangements the farm m.anagers do not have the same long term interest
in the integrity of the land reource as the old settler who saved it for
his sons. It clearly falls upon government to take the case for future
generations.
Coastal wetlands, marshes, and other lands inundated by the tides
Illinois, as an inland state, contains no such areas.
Such additional areas as a State determines to be of critical environmental
concern
There is at least one class of areas conspicuously absent from
the bill's definition of areas of citical environmental concern. Consider-
able emphasis was placed on ecosystems and living components of the environment,
but the inanimate components were almost ignored. It is therefore recommended
that we also inventory areas which are geologically unique or valuable
and designate them as areas of critical environmental concern.
There are certain geological areas which are unique or valuable
from an educational standpoint and should be protected from uncontrolled

development. In addition, there are aquifer recharge zones where uncon-
trolled development might resu] t in irreversible damage to potential public
water supplies. These areas should be inventoried, designated, and protected
The organizational resources for conducting an inventory of
such areas exist in the Illinois Geological Survey. It has been suggested
by Survey personnel that a one or two day "brainstorming session" involving
geologists from the Survey and from universities could produce a list
and ranking of areas unique and valuable from an educational standpoint.
To map aquifer recharge zones, and to provide protection for groundwater
resources, it is possible that no special programs will have to be initiated.
Most of tlie significant aquifer recharge zones in Illinois coincide v/ith
floodplains. Restrictions on floodplain development to prevent flood
damages would probably protect such areas from large scale paving. Pollu-
tion Control Board regulations and site investigations currently protect
against groundwater pollution from solid waste disposal operations. Finally,
the "Geology for Planning" series of reports which have been completed
for several counties, contain maps shov^ing locations where certain types
of development (eg. septic fields) might cause groundwater pollution.
These surveys are being conducted by the State Geological Survey on a
county by county basis at the rate of about one county per year. This
program should be accelerated.
In Illinois, mined-out areas could be considered hazard areas
because of associated subsidence problems. They are areas in which uncon-
trolled development could present hazards to life and property. Informiation
on locations of abandoned underground mines is available from the State
Geological Survey, but not in publishable form for the entire state.
The information isr, however, presented on county maps which are part of
the "Geology for Planning" series. If this mapping program is accelerated
as part of the state land use program, information on mined-out areas
which may cause construction limitations will be made available.
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AREAS I>ffACTED BY KEY FACILITIES
Ke)' facilities" are defined in the proposed federal land use
act as "public facilities on non-Federal lands which tend to induce
development and urbanization of more than local impact". Four types
of key facilities are specifically enumerated:
A. Any airport that is designed to serve for regular scheduled
air passenger services, and other airports of greater than local
significance;
B. Interchanges between the interstate highway system and
frontage access streets or highvrays, major interchanges between other
limited access highways and frontage access streets or highways;
C. Frontage access streets and highvjays of state concern; and,
D. Major recreational lands and facilities.
In Illinois the construction of large state educational institu-
tions, has often resulted in secondary and subsidiary development and
urbanization of more th.-.m local impact. Therefore, it is recom.mended
that such facilities also be considered by the State of Illinois as key
facilities.
The proposed federal act also includes in its definition m.ajor
facilities on non-federal lands for the developm.ent
,
generation, and trans-
mission of energy.
These definitions are explicit enough that an inventory can
proceed without further refinement of the definitions, or further development
of criteria. Since key facilities are public facilities, the inventories
can be conducted through the public agencies which own, manage, or maintain
these facilities.
After the key facilities have been inventoried, the next step
will be to designate the geographic areas which are or may be im.pacted
by them. According to the proposed bill, these areas must be designated
for the purpose of exercising determinative State control over the development
induced by the facility.
The geographic area impacted (i.e., developed and urbanized)
due to the existence of a key facility will not necessarily be adjacent
to the facility. As an example, consider Capitol Airport in Springfield.
After more than three decades of regularly scheduled air passenger service,
development and urbanization of adjacent lands has not been intense,
and what has occurred docs not appear to be directly attributable to
2G

the airport. However, the existence of the airport has probably had
a significant impact on the rate of development and urbanization of the
city of Springfield, eight miles away.
The nature of the development and urbanization induced by
the existence of state colleges and universities is similar to that induced
by airports. The induced development and urbanization is not restricted
to areas imm.ediately abutting the facility. In these adjacent areas
it is reasonable to expect changes tovjard more commercial types of land
use. The strongest impact, however, is likely to be distributed through-
out the communily in the forra of student and staff housing, and other
services and facilities needed to support the population growth induced
by the university.
Many interstate highv/ay interchanges were constructed in rela-
tively rural or undeveloped areas, or near existing urbanized areas.
Many of these key facilities have had a discernible impact on the rate
of development and urbanization of adjacent lands. Hov/ever, the impact
is not always restricted to adjacent lands. When an interchange is biillt
within a few miles of an existing urbanized area, a sm.all town for example,
it may radically alter the magnitude and direction of existing growth
trends.
It is obvious that the designation of precisely defined geograph-
ic areas which are, or may be, impacted by an existing or proposed key
facility will be extremely difficult. It is likely to be even more diffi-
cult to develop a rationale for exercising determinative State control
over land use in areas not immediately adjoining the key facility. It
is therefore recommended that the State develop methods for designating
two distinct types- of geographic areas im.pacted by key facilities, adjacent
lands and non-adjacent lands.
Proposals for recovering the public investment in key facilities
are under consideration in Illinois and other states. One of these is
that the State should also buy adjacent lands at the time of initial
site acquisition. The adjacent lands v;ould later be sold at appreciated
values, in order to partially offset the public investment in the facility.
If such a proposal were adopted, the State might control land use in
12
these areas through conditional resale of the property.
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Airpor ts
An inventory of Illinois airports supporting regularly scheduled
air passenger service would best be performed th-rough the Illinois -Depart-
13
nient of Aeronautics. The Department, in cooperation with the Office
of Planning and Analysis, is currently preparing a statewide airport
plan with tlie aid of a consultant, \s1ien the plan is completed it should
indicate which additional airports in the state are likely to have sched-
uled air passenger service in the future. Thus the job of inventorying
airports is straightforward.
The existence of such an airport may induce development and
urbanization on adjacent lands. It will be necessary to develop techniques
for predicting the size, shape and growth rate of the adjacent geographic
area impacted by the airport. To develop such techniques, it will be
necessary to study the evolution of existing development and urbanization
around those airports already served by scheduled air carriers.
For all airports served by scheduled air carriers, obstruction
charts are made for use by airline pilots. To make and update these
charts, aerial photographs covering approxim.ately 50 square m.iles around
each airport have been taken every three or four years since 1960. The
photographs are available from the Environmental Science Services Adminis-
tration (ESSA) of the U.S. Department of Commerce. A list of the air-
ports and the dates of latest photograpliy follows:
Alton June, 1971
Bloomington May, 1972
Champaign-Urbana ^lay, 1965
Chicago-Meigs June, 1968
Chicago-Midway May, 1968
ChicagorO'Hare May, 1971
Danville October, 1968
Decatur May, 1970
Galesburg May, 1971
Marion May , 1970
Mattoon-Charleston May, 1970
Moline May, 1971
Mt. Vernon May, 1970
Peoria September, 1969
Quincy May, 1970
Rockford September, 1969
Springfield October, 1972
Sterling-Rock Tails May, 1970
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For photographs prior to 1960, it would be necessary to use
those taken by the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service
(ASCS) of the U. S. Department of Agriculture. The ASCS takes photographs
at the scale 1:24,000 on a county-by-county basis for use in monitoring
and enforcing its set-aside program. Currently, one sixth of the state
is covered each year, so each county is photographed approximately once
every six years. The most recent aerial photographs are kept on file
at county ASCS offices or can be ordered from the ASCS. "^ Older copies,
some dating back to 1938, have been given to libraries at major universities
in the state. The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Map and
Geography Library, has been the recipient of the majority of these photos.
These aerial photographs, combined v/ith other information
obtained from local airport conunissions or planning commissions, would
be the primary sources of information on trends in development and urbaniza-
tion of lands adjacent to airports.
It takes more than data on development and urbanization to
develop predictive methods. It is also necessary to accum.ulate as much
quantitative data as possible describing the airport itself. Such data
would include information on runways, radio and navigation facilities,
traffic volume, and other characteristics of the facilities. Historical
data of this type could be obtained through the Department of Aeronautics
or the Federal Aviation Administration. Other physical and socio-economic
data describing the community served by the airport, the distance from
the community to the airport, etc., are also needed. This inform.ation
for past, present, and future years will probably be assembled as part
of the state's comprehensive airport plan. Once all these data arc. ob-
tained, a correlation analysis could be performed to determine which
data iteras describing the airport and the community influence the size,
shape and growth rate of the adjacent area impacted by an airport. Once
these key parameters have been determined, they can be used as indicators
of the potential impact of a proposed airport on adjacent land.
As mentioned earlier, the airport is also likely to have sec-
ondary impact through the developm.ent and urbanization of the area it
serves. This impact would result from the overall population and economic
growth stimulated by the existence of such an airport. The State's com-
prehensive airport plan is expected to contain some information on the
general economic impact of airports on communities. It will probably
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be necessary to wait until the plan is completed before attempting to
examine the feasibility of determining spatial aspects of this developm.ent
.
If the spatial impact cannot be determined, induced development will
have to be controlled by comprehensive local planning.
Interchanges and Frontage Access Hlgluvays of State Concern
The Illinois Division of Highways has been concerned with
interchange area planning for over a decade. In the early 1960*3 Barton-
Aschman Associates, Inc. conducted a study of highway and land use relation-
1
1
ships in interchange areas. In a summary report published in January
1968, it was stated that the primary purpose of the study v;as to develop
means of avoiding or minimizing traffic congestion at freev/ay interchanges
by achieving an optimum relationship between the highway facilities and
adjacent land use. It was recommended that legislation be adopted to
give the Department of Transportation (DOT) comprehensive control over
developm.ent vrithin designated "highway interchange developraent districts".
The DOT would be empowered to designate these districts, which might
extend up to a one and one-half mile radius from the interchange. The
rationale for such legislation would be related to the elimination of
danger to the safety and welfare of highway users, through prevention
or reduction of congestion in highway interchange areas. Therefore,
control over development within these designated districts \7ould be primarily
concerned with matters directly affecting the functioning of the froev/ay
interchange.
The DOT has not yet received such legislative authority, but
it has been actively pursuing an interchange planning program . Until
recently this program has concentrated primarily on increasing public
awareness of the need for interchange area planning. A 20 minute slide
presentation has been prepared and presented to more than 70 audiences
throughout the state during the last two years. Current efforts are
focused on the development of planning literature and other inform.ational
material for distribution to interested local officials. A flow chart
indicating the sequence and duration of each necessary step in the inter-
change area planning process is also being prepared.
The most enthusiastic local response has come from the Rock
Island area, v.iiere a preliminary study of 40 interchanges is being con-
sidered. DOT personnel feel that assistance could be provided to many
other communities if additional funds were available.
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The DOT maintains large quantities of data relating to roads
and interchanges and most of it would be useful for interchange area
planning. Information on the physical and design characteristics of
each interchange is available, and data on existing and projected average
daily traffic counts are maintained for each of the intersecting highways.
Information on the area before interchange construction can be obtained
from aerial photographs, mosaics, maps, and plans used in right-of-way
acquisition and roadway design. The Bureau of Right-of-VJay has also
conducted a series of Land Economics studies. These reports noted the
value of tracts of land before partial acquisition for interchange con-
struction. These values were then compared to observed market values
after highway construction in order to determine the economic impact
of the project. The purpose of the studies was to provide a basis for
estimating the amount of damages a landowner might suffer. The studies
showed appreciation more often than damage, land damages are no longer
paid, and the land economic studies have been discontinued.
Personnel involved in the current interchange area planning'^"'
program feel that the above data should be sufficient to enable the Depart-
ment to designate areas adjacent to existing and proposed interchanges
which might be subject to rapid development and urbanization. At this
point it is not clear vdiether this could best be accomplished using a
correlation analysis, such as that suggested for airports, or by individ-
ual analysis of every interchange using conventional techniques.
The proposed federal legislation requires that frontage access
streets and highways of state concern also be designated as key facilities.
Unfortunately, there are no programs comparable to the interchange area
planning program addressing this problem. However, the data and techniques
required to solve it closely parallel those required to designate areas
impacted by interchanges. Therefore, the two studies should be conducted
concurrently and by the same staff.
Major Recreational Lands and Facilities
Most recreational lands and facilities in Illinois are admin-
istered by tlic Department of Conservation. In the Shawnee National Forest,
the Forest Service of the U. S. Departmicnt of Agriculture manages several
public recreation areas. Existing recreational lands and facilities
have been recently inventoried by the Conservation Department as part
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of the. development of a statewide comprehensive recreation plan. Wlien
the pJan is completed it should indicate future trends in the purchase
and development of additional recreational lands and facilities.
For the purposes of the proposed federal land use act, it
will be necessary to establish vchat is meant by "major" recreational
lands and facilities. It must be remembered that the purpose of designating
them as key facilities is to eventually provide for some degree of State
control over development and urbanization induced by the recreation area.
Therefore, studies should be made of the extent to which existing recrea-
tional lands and facilities have induced development and urbanization.
These studies might best be conducted in connection with a
comprehensive statev7ide recreation survey to be conducted by the Depart-
ment of Conservation. The survey is tentatively scheduled to begin in
late 1972 or early 1973. It V7ill compile information on recreation supply
and demand, and on potential recreational resources. The extent of devel-
opBient and urbanization induced by recreational lands and facilities
could best be determined using before and after aerial photography and"'
site investigations. The ASCS photos taken at 6-year intervals might
be useful, as well as special "before" photos taken by the Department
of Conservation, Division of V/aterways, or the Corps of Engineers prior
to right-of-v;ay acquisition and project design.
Methods for predicting the size and shape of areas impacted
by these facilities could then be developed in the same manner as for
airports and interchanges.
Major Educational Facilities
It is recommended that major colleges and universities be
designated by the State as key facilities, because of their tendency
to induce development and urbanization of more than local significance.
Not all colleges or universities would be classified as key facilities,
however. Only when a college is large enough to attract considerable
numbers of students from outside the community, can significant population
growth and associated development and urbanization be expected.
The current thrust in higher education in Illinois is the
development of community colleges. Since these facilities draw most
of their student body from the local area, it would probably not be necessary
or proper to designate them as key facilities. The impact of large 4-
year colleges on development and urbanization trends in cities such as
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Carbondale, Mcicorab, and Urbana-Chanipaign has been significant. Therefore,
institutions sucli as the proposed medical school at Springfield should
probably be designated key facilities.
Development guidelines for areas impacted by these facilities
might best be formulated in cooperation \;ith experienced city and county
plan commissions in areas v;here major universities already exist.
Major Facilities on Non-Federal Lands for Devel opmen t. Genera ti on and
Transraission of Energy
The following types of facilities might be included under this
definition:
Development
Coal Mines
Oil and Gas VJells
Generation
Electric Power Plants
Pvefineries
Coal Gasification Plants
Transmission
Electric Transmission Lines "
Oil Pipelines
Gas Pipelines
Although the words "development, generation, and transmission" are not
precisely defined in the bill, it is felt that the above list reflects
its intent.
In the absence of further definitions or criteria, we must
proceed along the same line of reasoning as for areas of critical en-
vironmental concern. Before developing a method for inventorying and
designating such facilities, we. must first develop criteria for determin-
ing which ones are^ "major" facilities. This in turn requires that v/e
first establish why these areas should be designated.
According to the bill, the State must eventually develop a
method for exercising determinative state authority over site location and
the location of major improvements and major access features of key
facilities. For State funded facilities, this is trivial. For privately
owned energy-related facilities, the reasons for wanting to exercise such
authority must be delineated.
The locations of such facilities undoubtedly affect their im-
pact on areas of critical environmental concern, on air, water and noise
pollution, and perhaps the direction and extent of future development
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and urbanization. Under the Illinois Environmental Protection Act and
otht^r provisions of the proposed federal legislation, methods must be
established for _ exercising State control over these effects. By exercis-
ing control over location of these facilities, the same effects could
be controlled, but probably in a more optimal fashion. Depending on
the extent of statev;ide plans and projected land use allocations for
the development, generation, and transmission of energy, a basis for
determining optimal locations for energy-related key facilities might
exist.
Under existing lavs and administrative procedures, some State
authority Js exercised over these energy-related key facilities. For
facilities vjuich might constitute a hazard to air, water or noise pollution,
permits must be obtained from the Environmental Protection Agency. Permits
for drilling oil and gas vjells must be obtained from the Department of
Mines and Minerals, and a public hearing must be held if requested by
any interested party. The Department of Mines and Minerals also issues
penults for coal strip mining, in order to assure adequate reclamation'
of the land.
The Illinois Commerce Comm.ission, pursuant to its responsibil-
ities under the Public Utilities Act, must issue permits for all construc-
ts
tion or expansion of public utility facilities. Certificates are issued
if it is shcvvo that the expansion is necessary and promotes the public
convenience. In this way, the Commission has some degree of control
over energy generation, at least those plants converting fossil or nuclear
fuels into electric energy. Oil refineries, coal gasification plants
and other facilities which convert energy from one form to another are
not classified as ^^ublic utilities and, therefore, come under no direct
State control. Operators of oil and gas pipelines, however, are classified
as public utilities and, as such, are subject to regulation by the Commerce
Coififfiission.
The initiative for determining the location of all energy-
related facilities lies with the developer, not the State. Coal, oil
and gas companies need only buy mineral rights, and public utilities
can acquire sites under eminent domain after receiving a certificate
of public necessity and convenience. The possibility of obtaining a
broader interpretation of public convenience, to include conformity with
an overall statev^ide land use plan, should be sought.
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It is recommended that before conducting an extensive inventory
of energy-related key facilities, the State first determine the advisi-
bility of developing a detailed statewide energy plan, which would be
used as a basis for exercising determinative authority over the location
of such facilities. The alternative would be to treat energy-related
key facilities as "large scale development" as described iu the next
section. The evaluation of these alternatives might be a proper activity
for a special energy task force, appointed by The Institute for Environmental
Quality.
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LARGE SCALE DEVELOPMENT OF MORE TIIAN LOCAL SIGNIFICANCE
In this section, a method is preBcnted for identifying large
scale development, ss required by the proposed National Land Use Policy
Act. Unfortunately, the Act will not define "large scale development"
as precisely as "areas of critical environmental concern" and "key facili-
ties". According to staff personnel in the Senate Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs, the intent is to encouraf,e the states to evolve
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their own definitions of large scale development. It is expected that
a few states will lead the vjay and develop model criteria which will
in turn be adopted by other states.
As defined in the bill, the term ''large scale development"
means "private development on non-federal lands which because of its
magnitude or the magnitude of its effect on the surrounding environment,
is likely to present issues of more than local significance in the judgment
of the State. In determining v/hat constitutes large scale development,
the State should consider, among other things:
(1) the amount of pedestrian or vehicular traffic likely
to be generated;
(2) the number of persons likely to be present;
(3) the potential for creating environmental problems such
as air, v:'ater or noise pollution;
(4) the size of the site to be occupied; and,
(5) the likelihood that additional or subsidiary development
will be generated."
The first step in developing a m.ethod for identifying "large
scale development" is the establishment of criteiia. Therefore, it will
be necessary first to consider the reasons for identifying such develop-
ment. The federal land use bill requires the states, within three years,
to exercise determinative authority over proposed large scale develop-
ment of more than local significance in its impact on the environment.
Why control specific types of development ?
This is a legitimate question to ask, especially if development
will be controlled anyv.-ay in all geographic areas of special state concern
(areas of critical enviroranental concern, and areas impacted by key
facilities). It could be argued that if the State were interested in
protecting certain values in certain geographic areas that it could
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designate those areas as being of critical environmental concern. It
could further protect those areas from environmental damage due to off-
site development by controlling air, v;ater and noise pollution under
powers granted by the Environmental Protection Act of 1970.
It is probably true that this combination of powers would
be sufficient to adequately protect environmental values from the effects
of direct impact of all development, large or small, public or private.
But there is a flaw in this line of reasoning, which can be illustrated
by the following hypothetical example. Suppose that the State declared
that the cities of Springfield and Champaign should be significant growth
centers during the next 50 years. Suppose also that another policy was
developed which would designate prim.e agricultural lands as areas of
critical state concern, where development would be discouraged. If all
these policies were followed rigidly during the coming years, the state
would soon be faced with a dilemma. The existing two-lane highway connect-
ing Champaign and Springfield would be inadequate, and V7e would be faced
with deciding whether to tolerate 40 rnph traffic on the connecting highway,
or to pave several thousand acres of prime agricultural land between
the two cities.
Although the preceding example was perhaps, simplistic, it
illustrates the importance of checking future goals and policies for
consistency before implementation. In this example, development in two
cities induced a need for the subsidiary development of a connecting
transportation system. This secondary need would then become an extenuating
circumstance contributing to the failure to accomplish a second goal,
that of discouraging development on prime agricultural lands.
Such dilemmas are not uncomm.on in Illinois. Government has
promoted the farming of Illinois floodplains in order to increase agricultural
output, and the resulting periodic flood damages are nov? being cited
as extenuating circumstances for inundating a state park and a national
natural landmark with flood-control dams.
A good state land use program should contain provisions to
help prevent such dilemmas. The secondary effects of large scale develop-
ments should be anticipated, so a decision involving trade-offs between
potentially conflicting goals can be made objectively in an atmosphere
not clouded by threats of imminent disaster. We must therefore identify
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those types of large scale development V7hich may induce secondary or •
subsidiary development having serious environmental side effects.
Criteria can best be developed by tying this task to another
necessary component of inadequate statewide land use planning process.
That component is requirement (3) of the federal land use policy bill
which states that an adequate statewide land use planning process shall
include (in addition to population and economic projections):
Projections of the nature and quantity of land needed and suitable
for recreation and esthetic appreciation; agriculture, mineral
development and forestry; industry and commierce, including the
development, generation and transmission of energy; transportation;
urban development, including the revitalization of existing
industries, the development of new towns, and the economic
diversification of existing communities which possess a narrovj
econoraic base; rural development, taking into consideration future
demands for and limitations upon products of the land; and health
educational and other state and local governmental services.
In m.eeting this responsibility the State will have an opportunity in the
early going to reconcile potential conflicts among various functional >-.
plans. Once the population, economic, and land use projections have been
m.adc, they can be used to help determine which types of large scale de-
velopment should be of State concern. It is recommended that the criteria
for identifying "large scale development" of statewide concern depend not
only on the type of development but also its relationship to previously
formulated goals and plans.
The suggested criteria will be presented in the context of an
implementation program for identifying and exercising State control over
large scale development of Biore than local significance in its im.pact
on the environment^. It is the criteria that are being recommended, not
the implementation program.. Only those components of an implementation
program, which are directly related to the process of establishing criteria
are discussed.
Identifying "large scale development"
It is assumed that the projections of the total quantities
of land needed and suitable for various types of uses v/ill be made in
cooperation with county or regional governments and planning agencies.
In other words, we will assume that the projected quantities of land
required for various purposes are allocated in some way among the counties
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or nail ti -county regions in the state. If development within these counties
or regions proceeds according to previously established projections,
the need for State concern wi] 1 not arise.
Therefore, any large scale development is of State concern
if it has the potential for inducing secondary development which v;ould
result in significant deviation from the projected county or regional
land use allocations. It w^ill be of statev7ide concern because it will
necessitate reallocations on a statex-zide basis.
If the State adopts this criterion it v;ill shift to regional
and county agencies the burden of determining which types of development
are likely to induce further development which might cause a significant
deviation from established plans. For the sake of uniformity, the State
could establish minimum cost and acreage guidelines and require the counties
to evaluate only those larger developments. The county or regional agencies
could then choose between two m.ethods for conducting evaluations.
The first method would be for the county to review applications
submitted by developers. This would be analgous to the way local govern-
ments act on applications for liquor licenses by evaluating the direct
and indirect social and economic effects of their action. It may not
be feasible, however, for county or local agencies to conduct detailed
evaluations of the direct and secondary environmental impacts of many
large scale developments.
A second method v/ould place more responsibility on the applicant
for making an initial evaluation of the potential for inducing secondary
development. This would be analgous to the burden placed on government
agencies by the National Environmental Policy Act or to the requirements
of the Securities Exchange Commission that full disclosure statements
are necessary before a company is permitted to issue stock. The developer
would be required to submit what might be called an environmental impact
statement. The primary purpose of the statement would be to quantify
the environmental impact of the proposed development, including its potential
for inducing secondary or subsidiary development. In this statement
the applicant migVit be required to consider the pedestrian and vehicular
traffic likely to be generated, and the number of people likely to be
present. He v/ould also be required to demonstrate that he has obtained
the necessary EPA permits for air, water, and noise pollution which will
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emanate from his development. The county or regional agencies would
then review the statement to determine whether the proposed large scale
development would induce secondary or subsidiary development not in compliance
with established plans. Based on this revicvj, the agency could deny
the permit or issue one after a public hearing. If the results of the
hearing were satisfactory, the development could proceed. If the public
V7ere not satisfied, they could petition the State to withold the permit,
review the application, and redetermine the potential for inducing nonconform-
ing subsidiary development.
If it was found that the proposed development would produce
significant deviations from established plans, tlie developer might appeal
to the State to alter its population, land use, and employment projections
and allocations. If the State agreed the developer could resubmit his
application to the regional or county agency.
The m.echanics of the above describe processes are admittedly
imperfect. They might, however, provide a framev;ork for a process for
determining when a proposed large scale development is of state signif-
icance. The process would delegate significaiit responsibility to regional
or county agencies for issuing and denying permits and for evaluating
statements on the primary and secondary impacts of proposed developments.
The State could, however, provide technical assistance. Direct State
involvement would be necessary only when a revision of the statew^ide
plans, projections, and allocations was requested.
The State could monitor the perfoniiance of the regional and
county agencies by monitoring traffic counts and changes in land use,
and by reviewing controversial cases brought to its attention by the
public. As an incentive for the local agencies to discharge their re-
sponsibilities in accordance with statevzide goals and objectives, the
v;itholding of highway and airport funds might be considered (as in the
proposed federal legislation)
.
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LAND USE PROGRAMS IN OTHER STATES
With the exception of Vermont and Florida, Illinois is probably
as far along as any state in preparing a land use program whicli will
meet the requirements of the proposed federal legislation. Detailed
reports and correspondence received from other states are included in
Appendix C.
Vermon t
In Verinont, the legislature has given authority to the State
Planning Office to develop a comprehensive statewide land use program,
Wliile the comprehensive plan is being developed, the State Planning Office
has the authority to designate areas of critical environmental concern
and to formulate development guidelines for those areas. The Office
has also instituted a permit system for non-residential developments
of greater than ten acres in areas xs^hich are not permanently zoned or
subdivided, and larger than one acre in areas that are. Permit applica-
tions are evaluated using eight criteria, which include conformity with
•existing statexvide plans and policies, the potential for air and water
pollution or soil erosion, and the potential for placing undue burdens
on local authorities, school systems, etc. Permit applications are evaluated
jointly by the State Planning Office and the Environmental Protection
Board
.
Florida
The Florida legislature in April, 1972, adopted state land
use legislation which is very similar to the model legislation developed
by the American Law Institute. In drafting its legislation, the State
obtained the services of a consultant who was also involved in drafting
the Administration bill, S.992. This legislation gives the State authority
to inventory, designate, and control development in areas of critical
environmental concern. The statute limits the acreage to be so designated
at 5% of the area of the state. The State is also authorized to adopt
criteria for defining "large scale development" of more than local signif-
icance in its impact on the environment. No criteria for designating
areas or types of development pursuant to this act have yet been developed
by the Bureau of Land Planning. The Bureau's director has indicated
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a preliminary intention to rely on the other State departments to nominate
areas of critical environmental concern.
California
California has recently initiated a program to formulate develop-
ment guidelines and prepare maps for areas of critical state concern.
Efforts to date have relied almost exclusively on the code departments
of the State government to designate and map these areas.
The California Office of Planning and Research has prepared
a preliminary report, "Environmental Goals and Policy", for submission
to the General Assembly. Tliis report suggests procedures for involving
State government in the protection of areas of statewide significance
or critical concern. In such areas, the State Xvould provide technical
assistance and maps to the local governr.ents for consideration prior
to making zoning changes, liovjever, the State V7ould act only in an advisory
capacity, except where the state and local governm.ents agree that a pro-
posal is indeed an incompatible land use or development practice. Then,
the State may initiate action to purchase the property in full fee, or
at less than full fee for partial rights, such as scenic or development
rights.
California does exercise some degree of control over large
scale developments through its Environmental Policy Act. This Act requires
the preparation of an environmental impact statement for all State or
local projects having a significant impact on the environment. The State
also conducts an evaluation of the environmental impact of proposed subdivisions
when requested by local governments.
Colorado
In Colorado, a State Land Use Commission has been charged
by the General Assembly to develop an interim land use plan by September
1972 and a final plan by December 1973. In a progress report issued
in February 1972, the Commission directed considerable attention to one
specific type of area of critical concern: floodplains. The report
emphasizes the need for an extensive, detailed floodplain m.apping program
and for the implementation of strict controls over floodplain develop-
ment. These suggestions include a total ban on construction of buildings
within floodplains inundated more than once every 100 years.
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Besides the floodplain mapping program, the report recommends
other comprehensive surveys of the natural resources of the state. (e.g.,
soil surveys). The report implies an intention to place primary responsibil-
ities on local governments, while reserving the right to intervene in
the following areas of state concern:
(1) a plan for extractive resources;
(2) a plan for tourism, based upon natural resources; and
(3) a plan for economic development of both rural and urban
areas within growth limits based upon the visible
evidence of v:ater supply, sewage treatment, general land
capabilities, and safety.
The above list of areas of state concern could easily be expand-
ed to meet the requirements of the proposed federal land use act. Of
particular interest in the Colorado approach is the recognition of growth
limits which can linit economic development. It explicity states som.e-
thing that is implicit in the plans of most other states, that develop-
ment should only proceed when there is evidence to show that it is compatible
with the physical liiiitations of the environment and the achievement
of recogiLized state and national goals.
Wisconsin
In Wisconsin, a Land R.esources Committee v/as appointed by
the Governor to identify land use problems of state significance and
to suggest possible means by which the State could solve these problems.
The Committee released a progress report v;hich discussed land use problems
in areas of critical environmental concern, areas impacted by key facilities,
and large scale development. Wisconsin is probably at about the same
stage as Illinois 'in developing methods for inventorying and designating
areas of critical state concern. However, as a result of many extensive
statewide surveys and data acquisition programs in the past, Wisconsin
probably has more data available for inventorying and designating areas
of critical environmental concern than Illinois,
The areas of critical concern defined by the committee include
most of those recommended in the federal legislation, plus several others
which are not. Among the additional areas cited are prime agricultural
lands and mineral resource deposits. The proposed bill calls for pre-
vention of "irreversible" damage to natural, historical or esthetic value.
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It could be argued that adequate economic incentives already exist for
local planning conunissions to exercise sufficient controls to prevent,
for example, development on land where mining operations might become
feasible in the foreseeable future.
Strictly speaking, there is nothing "irreversible" about build-
ing a subdivision on top of a seam of coal. The houses might be torn
down in 100 years so the coal could be m.ined. The same cannot be said
for it.any natural, cultural, or esthetic values. Once a virgin forest,
a historic site, or a scenic river is destroyed, it is gone forever.
Therefore, for the purposes of this Illinois report, the discussion of
soil resources in the section on areas of critical environmental coricerns
was lim.ited to the maintenance of soil fertility and the prevention of
irreversible damage to this resource by wind/water erosion.
Although it is not specifically required by the proposed federal
legislation, the State of Illinois might wish to follow Wisconsin and
designate prime agricultural lands and mineral deposits as areas of critical
state concern.
Virginia
The State of Virginia is taking a somev/hat different approach.
In April, 1972, the General Assembly authorized the Division of State
Planning and Community Affairs to develop criteria to be used in the
designation of areas of critical environmental concern. Furthermore,
the Division was instructed to inventory and designate all such areas
by November, 1972, and to report after public hearing to the Governor
and General Assembly by December of this year. However, the Division
received no powers to put into effect any standards for the use and develop-
ment of land within these areas without prior approval of the General
Assembly.
The Division is preparing a report outlir^ing proposed selection
criteria and listing alm^ost 200 acreas of "potentially" critical environ-
mental concern. The list v/as compiled with the aid of other departments
of state government and about 50 citizens groups. This report v/ill be
released September 15 and will be the subject of the Novem.ber public
hearing.
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IMPLEI'IENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
If the State's land use program develops according to the
tentative schedule outlined in the proposed federal bill, it v;ill be
three years before the State will be required to control development
in certain geographic areas. This sliould allow ample time for the formula-
tion of appropriate ].egislation, and for the development of a statewide
land use monitoring program within which controls could be exercised.
Legislation
In the past, the Illinois General Assembly has acted upon
several pieces of legislatioxi which might be relevant to the drafting
of a bill to provide for control over development in areas of critical
state concern.
In 1957 it was declared by the General Assembly that "the
welfare, health, prosperity, moral and general v/ell-being of the people
of this State are, in a large measure, dependent upon sound and orderly
development of the northeastern Illinois counties area." This act, and
an almost identical one, created the multi-county planning agencies for
northeastern and southwestern Illinois. In a similar manner, it might
be argued that there are other geographic areas of State concern V7here
uncontrolled development might adversely affect the health, welfare,
prosperity and general well-being of all the people of the State.
In the Environmental Protection Act of 1970, it is stated
that the purpose of the act is "to restore, protect, and enhance the
quality of the environment." This section, 2(b), might be broadly interpreted
to mean thot the Environmental Protection Agency, the agency charged
v/ith carrying out the purposes of Act, might be the appropriate agency
to enforce control over developm.ent which threatens to harm or degrade
the quality of the environment (areas of critical environmental concern)
.
Finally, the Illinois Scenic Rivers Bill, which would have
given the Department of Conservation the autliority to control development
in certain geographic areas, was defeated in the last session of the
General Assembly. Tv:o of the most common objections to the bill should
be kept in mind. First, because of the lack of widespread public involvement
and awareness prior to introduction of the bill, the segments of river
designated seemed arbitrary and unreasonable to many people. Second,
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the bil] did not contain sufficient flexibility to allov.' the acquisition
of title or easements in special cases.
Monitorin g
It is recommended that the State develop and implement a compre-
hensive statevjide land use monitoring program during the next three years.
The prograr.i would be based on a "change of land use" permit system.
Its purpose would be twofold: to update land use data, and to call attention
to areas of critical state concern.
The recommended program presupposes the existence of the initial
statewide land use survey. At a minimum, this survey should indicate
those types of land use (about 25) disceridble from aerial photographs
without ground- truth. The geographic resolution should be at least to
the quarter section leval, although 40-acre resolution would be much
more useful and perhaps only slightly more difficult to obtain. For
the purposes of the suggested permit system — the fev'er land use classi-
fication, the better.
The list of State land use classifications could be distributed
through county planning conmiissions , and/or posted in building supply
stores and lumber yards. When a proposed development would change the
land use from one classif icatiou to another, the developer v;ould have
to fill out a single card indicating the location, acreage, and the existing
and proposed land uses. One card Xv'ould be required for each quarter-
quarter section. These cards could be sent to the Office of Planning
and Analysis or to a duly authorized local agency for iiraiiediate processing.
The request could be processed automatically and filled v/ithin one week.
These applications could best be processed using the geographic
referencing capabilities of a system such as NARIS or IRIS. The processing
method could best be described using an ex£imple. Suppose a developer
planned a 10 acre conm;ercial development on land where the existing land
use was agricultural. He would fill out th-e card for the appropriate
quarter-quarter section, indicating that 10 acres of agricultural land
would change to 10 acres of comm.crcial. The card would bo sent to Springfield,
keypunched, and entered into IRIS. The land use data already in the
system would be updated. For example, if tlio quarter-quarter section
contained 20 acres residential and 20 acres agricultural, it would be
changed to 20 residential, 10 commercial and 10 agricultural. The system
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would automatically check to see if that quarter-quarter section
had been designated as an area of critical environmental concern or as
an area to be impacted by a key facility. If it had not, the permit
would be automatically issued and mailed to the applicant. If it was
an area of critical state concern, the state would evaluate that specific
request for compatibility with development guidelines for that particular
area.
The method described above for "flagging" proposals v;hich
may affect areas of critical state concern would serve as a second line
of defense, as a back-up for more conventional methods. These methods
would include activities by local agencies in mapping and notifying landowners
of the "critical state concern" status of their land.
The principal benefit of the proposed monitoring program would
be that land use surveys of the entire state would have to be conducted
less often. Using IRIS, a list or a map could be generated showing those
sections in which significant acreages of land use changes have occurred.
Future land use surveys to update existing data could then be restricted
to those areas where significant changes have occurred. This might
be conducted in conjunction with the ASCS aerial photography in order
to minimize cost. Finally, by recording land use changes, the State
could monitor the impact from large scale developments and key facilities
which tend to induce secondary development and urbanization. The monitoring
data would also be useful for measuring the degree to v;hich existing
development complies with statewide plans and land use allocation projections.
Designation
One very serious problem might develop when a statewide
land use program is initiated. If areas of critical state concern are
designated during the next three years and the State has no authority
to protect them immediately, developers might seize the opportunity and
cause irreversible damage to these important values.
It is recommended that no areas be designated until some kind of
"interim" projection can be offered for these areas of potential state concern.
This might take the form of a temporary prohibition of new development in those
areas. This would allow time for enactment of more lasting legislation, such
as that passed by the Florida legislature.
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FOOTNOTES
1. A. W. Herre, As Quoted by P. H. Lex^is, Jr. , in "Upper Mississippi River
Basin Comprehensive Plan" U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1972.
2. "Framework of the Nature Preserves Commission", Illinois Nature Preserves
Commission, Rcckford, Illinois, 1972.
3. "Natural Divisions of Illinois'' V7as developed by Mr. John E. Schwegman
in the Spring of 1972 for the Illinois Nature Preserves Comirdssion. The
Department of Conservation is currently preparing a map showing these
natural divisions.
4. Mr. Schwegman is now x^/ith the Department of Conservation and will par-
ticipate in the upcoming statewide survey of potential recreation
resources. Contact: John Scht.regman, Division of Long Range Planning,
Illinois Department of Conservation, 525-3715.
5. The Illinois Historic Sites Survey is part of the Department of Conser-
vation. Contact: Wr. Dan Malkovich, Illinois Historic Sites Survey,
320 South Main Street, Benton, IL 62812.
6. Prof. Robert B. Riley, Head of the Department of Landscape Architecture
at the University of Illinois, has expressed an interest in helping
develop a program to inventory scenic areas in Illinois. He can be
reached at the Landscape Architecture Department, University of Illinois
at Urb ana- Champaign, Urbana, IL 61801.
7. Illinois revised statutes. Chapter 19, section 65(f) (1971).
8. "Illinois Data Catalog" (Preliminary print) Illinois Institute for
Environmental Quality, 309 West VJashington, Chicago, IL 60606.
9. The Department of Agronomy at the University of Illinois has unpublished
soil association maps for most counties. Some of this information might
be adequate for locating areas of unstable soils for some purposes.
Contact Professor J.B. Fehrenbacher , Department of Agronomy, N-405
Turner Hall, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.
10. Siltation of Illinois rivers and streams has been cited as the number
one factor responsible for the extirpation and decimation of native
species of Illinois fishes in "Illinois Streams: A Classification Based
On Their Fishes and an Analysis of Factors Responsible for the Disappearance
of Native Species", Dr. P. W. Smith, Biological note No. 76, Illinois
Natural History Survey, Urbana, IL 1971.
11. For further information on unique or valuable geological areas and- on
the "Geology for Planning" mapping program, contact: Dr. R. E. Bergstrom,
Environmental Geology Coordinator, Illinois Geological Survey, Urbana,
IL 61801.

12 Mr wc'^Lon E. (Peter) Nellius, an economist with the Bureau
of the
Budget, has expressed an interest in ^conducting research in
this area
during the next few years. Phone: 325-3428.
13. The Department's Engineer of Planning is Mr. Roger H.
Barcus.
Phouc: 525-2882.
14 An index of aerial photographs available of Illinois
airports is avail-
able fro^n Mr. H. D. VJolfe, Chief of the Photo Map and Imagery
Section,
U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey ESSA, Rockville, HD 20852.
15 The i^.o-t recent aerial photographs of Illinois taken by
the Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Service are available from: .E^^^ern
Aerial Photographic Laboratory Compliance and Appeals Division,
ASCS/UbUA,
Asheville, NC 28801.
16. "Highway and the L-nd Use Relationships in Interchange
Areas", A Study
conducted for the Illinois Division of Highways by Barton-Aschman
Associates, Chicago, IL, 1968. Three supplementary reports were
pub-
lished in 1963-64': "Current Laws and Practices Affecting^^Interchange
Areas Planning", "Current Interchange Area Development", "Case
Studies
of Interchange Areas".
17. Tv;o persons actively engaged in interchange area planning
are: Mr..,
Dominic Giacomini and Mr. Rusty Glen in the Office of Planning,
Programming and Environmental Review, Department of Transportation,
525T6225.
18 For detailed information on certificates of public necessity
and
convenience and other information on the regulation of energy
industries,
contact Mr. Gene Shutt, Gas and Electric Division, Illinois
Commerce
Commission, 525-7715.
19 tir. Steven P. Ouarles is the staff member at the Senate
Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs most knowledgeable about the
proposed
federal land use legislation. Phone: (202) 224-2657.

iAPPENDIX A
A Ranking of Illinois Aquatic Ecosystems
Source: Dr. Philip W. Smith
Head, Section of Faunistic Surveys
Illinois Natural History Survey
Urbana, IL 61801
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APPEI^IDIX B
Elements of a Scenic and Valuable Areas Survey
Source: Professor P. H. Lewis
University of Wisconsin
in
Upper Mississippi River Comprehensive Plan
U.S. Arniy Corps of Engineers
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